
Superhero Force Pad Instructions 
 
You have received two superhero colouring book force pads. These look just like kids colouring books that 
you would find in any party bag, pound or dollar store.. 
 
The force pad is based on the famous Svengali or long & short principle. The Svengali deck was invented 
by Burling Hull. Bob Cassidy, Chris Jones, Max Maven and Scott Creasey, have all had routines and ideas 
using a svengali type pad in the past.  
 
Each pad is professionally printed with a full colour wrap around cover and each short page is precision cut. 
 
If you open the pad you will find 24 LONG pages each with a different black & white superhero colouring 
picture. The 24 SHORT pages all have the same superhero picture. Your set will come in either Superman 
& Batman or Spiderman & Hulk. 
 
To perform hold the pad at the top short edge in your left hand and with the right hand thumb flick through 
and open the pages, from the FRONT cover to the back, (top to bottom). This will show all the LONG pages 
and different superheroes. 
 
To perform the force place the pad on a spectators open hand (front cover facing up and open end towards 
them) and ask them to open the pad to a single page with the thumb of the opposite hand and to quickly 
look at and remember the superhero. They can only open the pad on a short page, so this will be your force 
superhero. You can demonstrate how to hold and open the pad first before you hand it to the spectator.  
 
Basic Routine 
 
Show the colouring book to have different superhero characters on each page. Perform the force as above 
and then put the pad away. Ask the spectator to imagine they are this superhero. Start to reveal different 
details about the superheroes powers. “I can see him flying around tall buildings”, “they have super 
strength” etc before finally revealing the superhero! As with most mentalism effects the reveal is what 
makes the effect strong, so take your time and don't rush the reveal. 
 
Ideas & Tips  
 
You could use Lolli Hero by Steve Rowe or 21st Century Phantom effects to reveal the superhero. 
 
You receive two pads so that for close up and walk around you can repeat the effect with a different 
superhero. 
 
I colour some of the superhero pictures on the none force pages and a couple of the force pictures and 
mention that the colouring book is my sons. 
 
Another great idea by Joel Dickinson is to put a 99p sticker (supplied) or a 99c sticker on the front cover to 
add to the genuine look of the book.  
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